Walking route from Department of Computer Science and Information Systems, Birkbeck, Malet Street, WC1E 7HX (Tel 020 7631 6700) to London Knowledge Lab in Emerald Street WC1N 3QS (Tel 020 7763 2137).

On exiting from Birkbeck – TURN RIGHT, go down steps or ramp, TURN LEFT and walk 150m down the tree lined, pedestrianised Thornhaugh Street past the Brunei Gallery on your right.

After Brunei Gallery TURN RIGHT, cross the road at the pelican crossing and enter Russell Square Gardens (RSG).

Walk diagonally across RSG and exit onto Southampton Row.

Cross two roads at crossings and TURN RIGHT down Southampton Row.

Walk 200m down Southampton Row until you come to Dean’s Bar and Cosmo Place on your left. TURN LEFT down Cosmo Place.

Go straight down Cosmo Place (100m), across Queens Square (100m) and straight down Great Ormond Street (400m) until you reach Lamb’s Conduit Street.

TURN RIGHT on Lamb’s Conduit Street† and cross the road.

About 100m up Lamb’s Conduit Street there is a bike shop on the left called BikeFix. Immediately after Bikefix there is an alleyway. Go down the alleyway which leads to Emerald Street.

TURN RIGHT at the end of the alleyway (you don’t have any option). The London Knowledge Lab is 20m up Emerald Street on the RIGHT.

Press the button for entry.

† If, by mistake, you turned left on Lamb’s Conduit Street you would come to the excellent Youngs pub, The Lamb.
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On exiting LKL turn left and left again down alleyway.

Turn right at end of alleyway and go along Lamb’s Conduit Street for about 100m to crossroads.

Turn left by the pub and go down Great Ormond Street past the GOS hospital.

Go past London Homeopathic Hospital and onto Queen’s Square.

Go straight over Queen’s Square, cross road and down Cosmo Place.

At the end of Cosmo Place you will come out on Southampton Row. Turn Right and walk down Southampton Row until you come to the pelican crossing. Cross over two crossings and go into Russell Square Gardens (RSG).

Walk diagonally across RSG. At the other side cross two roads and turn right heading for pedestrianised area.

Turn left through large gates and head down the pedestrianised road past Brunei Gallery on your left. When you reach the end of the pedestrianised road Birkbeck is to your right. Go up the steps or ramp. Reception is just inside the glass doors. The Department of Computer Science and Information Systems is on the 2nd floor of the extension building and on the 7th floor.